A 35-year-old man, presented with a 12 cm walled-off pancreatic necrosis (WON) (Fig. 1a). A 15 mm lumen-apposing metal stent (LAMS, Hot AXIOS; Boston Scientific, Marlborough, Massachusetts, USA) was placed from the duodenal bulb (Fig. 2a). Computed tomography (CT) imaging 3 days later showed that the stent was in place (Fig. 1b). A subsequent necrosectomy was performed, resulting in improved symptoms.

The patient returned with recurrent symptoms. CT imaging showed that the collection around the neck of the pancreas had improved; however, the collection near the tail was worse (Fig. 1c). On endoscopy, the scope could not reach the tail through the stent because of the narrow tract from the neck of the pancreas to the tail (Video 1). The decision was made to place a second 15 mm LAMS in a transgastric fashion to drain the component of the WON in the tail of the pancreas. This was technically challenging because the initial LAMS had drained the fluid from the collection, leaving solid debris within the cavity. Therefore, under endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) guidance, a 19 gauge needle was used to inject 100 mL of sterile saline transgastrically into the cavity to assist the stent delivery. The second LAMS was placed under EUS and endoscopic guidance using an enhanced electrocautery system (Hot AXIOS) (Fig. 2b). More force was needed to push the stent delivery device into the cavity than the force used for placement of the first LAMS because of the solid debris. Follow-up CT imaging showed that both LAMS were in place (Fig. 1d). A subsequent necrosectomy was performed 3 days later through the second stent and the first stent was removed (Video 1).

At 4 weeks after placement of the second stent, the patient was asymptomatic. Follow-up CT showed resolution of the WON (Fig. 1e).

This report demonstrates that placement of a second LAMS during a different session is feasible in WON. Endoscopic ultrasound-guided saline injection and use of the electrocautery-enhanced deliver system are useful maneuvers.
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Fig. 1  Computed tomography (CT) of the walled-off pancreatic necrosis (WON) and its treatment course. a The WON at presentation. b The WON 3 days after placement of the first lumen-apposing metal stent (LAMS). c The WON 10 days after placement of the first LAMS, showing the worsening collection in the tail of the pancreas. d CT after placement of the second LAMS transgastrically. e The WON 4 weeks after necrosectomy through the second stent. Note, the first stent was removed during the second necrosectomy session.

Fig. 2  Lumen-apposing metal stent (LAMS) placement. a The first LAMS was placed in the duodenal bulb. b The second LAMS was placed in the stomach.
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